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Abstract

Word suggestion in unsupervised sentence sim-001
plification is mostly done without consider-002
ing the context of the input sentence. Fortu-003
nately, masked language modeling is a well-004
established task for predicting the most suit-005
able candidate for a masked token using the006
surrounding context words. In this paper, we007
propose a technique that merges pre-trained008
BERT models with a successful edit-based un-009
supervised sentence simplification model to010
bring context-awareness into the simple word011
suggestion functionality. Next, we show that012
only by fine-tuning the BERT model on enough013
simplistic sentences, simplification results can014
be improved and even outperform some of the015
competing supervised methods. Finally, we016
introduce a framework that involves filtering017
an arbitrary amount of unlabeled in-domain018
texts for tuning the model. By removing use-019
less training samples, this preprocessing step020
speeds up the fine-tuning process where labeled021
data, as simple and complex, are scarce.022

1 Introduction023

Sentence simplification (SS) is a natural language024

processing task in which a complex sentence is025

rewritten, using various edit operations including026

deletion, lexical substitution, splitting, and reorder-027

ing, to be easier to be read and understood while028

preserving its original meaning as much as possible.029

It is helpful for improving reading comprehension030

for a broad range of users, e.g. people with linguis-031

tic disabilities (Canning et al., 2000; Carroll et al.,032

1999), non-native speakers (Paetzold and Specia,033

2016), and the functionally illiterates (De Belder034

and Moens, 2010). It can also play a preprocessing035

role to boost the performance of some language036

processing models in tasks such as parsing (Chan-037

drasekar et al., 1996) and summarization (Silveira038

and Branco, 2012).039

Initially, SS was considered as a monolingual 040

machine translation task where an input sentence 041

is assumed to belong to a complex version of a cer- 042

tain language and a sequence-to-sequence model 043

translates it into the simpler version of the same 044

language. Recent advancement in unsupervised SS 045

models (Martin et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2020a) 046

has surprisingly shown that this approach can be 047

as effective as, and even in some cases better than, 048

the ones on the supervised side. 049

In this paper, we focus on one of the recent suc- 050

cessful and controllable edit-based SS methods 051

known as Edit-Unsup-TS (Kumar et al., 2020a). 052

This method iteratively generates multiple simpli- 053

fied candidates by performing word and phrase- 054

level edits on a given complex sentence and picks 055

the best-scored candidate based on a novel scoring 056

function involving fluency, simplicity, and meaning 057

preservation. We modify some of its components 058

including the lexical substitution (LS) suggestion 059

and the scoring function elements to achieve better 060

simplifications. Specifically, we made use of BERT 061

(Devlin et al., 2018) which is a deep transformer- 062

based encoder optimized by two training objec- 063

tives: masked language modeling (MLM) and next 064

sentence prediction (NSP). MLM is a fill-in-the- 065

blank task where a language model uses surround- 066

ing words of a missing word to predict the most 067

suitable candidate. 068

In order to simplify a complex word within a 069

given sentence, Edit-Unsup-TS suggests alterna- 070

tive words by retrieving synonyms from objectively 071

constructed dictionaries or word embeddings. This 072

means that the candidates are limited to equivalents 073

of the original word and are suggested regardless 074

of their context. For instance, suppose the word 075

perched in the input sentence "The cat perched 076

on the mat.". The top three candidates suggested 077

by the classic method are rested, sat, and landed. 078

On the other hand, the BERT model considers sur- 079

rounding words to suggest sat, laid, and was as 080
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alternative words. This form of word suggestion081

is closer to how humans simplify sentences since082

it considers context and other possibilities besides083

synonyms.084

To obtain more relevant suggestions, we focus085

on adapting the BERT language model to the SS086

task. The idea of fine-tuning a language model on087

simple data for a better understanding of simplicity088

has been discussed in previous research (Qiang089

et al., 2020) but never practiced to the best of our090

knowledge. We proceed by focusing on two main091

questions:092

• Does the simplicity of fine-tuning data cause093

improving simplification results?094

• How can we boost performance if labeled data,095

as simple/complex, is scarce in the target lan-096

guage?097

Our analysis lead to a novel sentence selection098

framework that extracts the most beneficial data099

samples from a set of regular in-domain training100

sentences. This method requires a few labeled sen-101

tences in order to train a classifier that understands102

simplicity and is capable of separating simple sen-103

tences from complex ones in an arbitrary amount104

of fine-tuning data.105

2 Related Work106

2.1 Text Simplification107

Edit-based simplification techniques are relatively108

new. For unsupervised SS, Narayan and Gardent109

(2015) built a pipeline-based framework including110

separate operations such as deletion, splitting, and111

lexical simplification which can only be executed112

in a fixed order. Surya et al. (2019) utilized style-113

transfer techniques to perform content reduction114

and lexical simplification. Kumar et al. (2020a)115

modeled text generation as an iterative search algo-116

rithm and designed search objectives specifically117

for sentences simplification. In this paper, we take118

advantage of this model’s controllability and add a119

fine-tuned BERT MLM to its classically designed120

lexical simplification part.121

Popular lexical simplification (LS) approaches122

are rule-based that usually retrieve word synonyms123

from WordNet (Miller, 1995) for a complex word,124

and select the simplest possible candidate (Carroll125

et al., 1998; De Belder et al., 2010). However,126

rule-based systems do not take a complex word’s127

context into consideration and need a lot of human128

involvement. In order to avoid the requirement 129

of lexical resources, LS systems based on word 130

embeddings were proposed (Glavaš and Štajner, 131

2015). They extract the top closest word vectors 132

based on cosine similarity to the initial complex 133

word. Qiang et al. (2020) presented a BERT-based 134

approach only in the context of lexical simplifica- 135

tion and did not tackle the fine-tuning aspect. 136

We apply a similar approach to the sentence sim- 137

plification problem focusing on fine-tuning the con- 138

textual word suggestion model based on a proposed 139

data selection heuristic. 140

2.2 Data Selection 141

Selection and augmentation of data for fine-tuning 142

a transformer model has been explored in natural 143

language processing research (Moore and Lewis, 144

2010; Ruder and Plank, 2017; Kumar et al., 2020b; 145

Rashid and Amirkhani, 2021). The motivation be- 146

hind this task is that all data points from a source do- 147

main are not equally useful for fine-tuning a model 148

and irrelevant samples can add noise and cause 149

overfitting. Dai et al. (2019) focused on identifying 150

the most suitable corpus to pre-train a language 151

model for the task of named entity recognition. 152

Khandelwal et al. (2019) introduced kNN-LM 153

that allows easy domain adaptation of pre-trained 154

language models by only adding a datastore per 155

domain. Yilmaz et al. (2019) found that fine-tuning 156

BERT on a number of out-of-domain datasets can 157

be beneficial to the ad hoc document retrieval task. 158

Nogueira et al. (2020) confirmed this finding and 159

further improved the zero-shot fine-tuning effec- 160

tiveness. Ma et al. (2019) presented a novel two- 161

step domain adaptation framework based on cur- 162

riculum learning and domain-discriminative data 163

selection. Our study is related to classifying each 164

sentence from a collection of in-domain textual 165

data into one of two simple or complex categories 166

and utilizing the simple sentences to fine-tune 167

BERT and improve simplification results. 168

3 Proposed Method 169

We first modify Edit-Unsup-TS (Kumar et al., 170

2020a) by applying the context-awareness of BERT 171

as well as representing the candidate sentences us- 172

ing SentenceBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) 173

to be used in the scoring function. Then, we present 174

a framework for fine-tuning the BERT model by se- 175

lecting the appropriate instances from an arbitrary 176

amount of fine-tuning data. 177
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3.1 Modified Edit-Unsup-TS178

In order to create simplified candidate sentences179

from a given complex sentence, Edit-Unsup-TS180

uses four main edit operations, namely removal181

(RM), extraction (EX), lexical substitution (LS),182

and reordering (RO).183

The LS operation, which we will modify, follows184

a rule-based approach. For each phrase, it identifies185

the most complex word according to the inverse186

document frequency (IDF) score and generates all187

possible substitutes using the following two-step188

strategy:189

1. Obtaining the union of WordNet synonyms190

and the most similar words retrieved from191

Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe192

(Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings.193

2. Filtering out candidate words that do not meet194

some predefined semantic and grammatical195

conditions, such as having the same part-of-196

speech and dependency tree tags as the com-197

plex word.198

Besides being expensive to produce, the set of199

synonym words retrieved from linguistic resources200

like WordNet does not consider the context. In con-201

trast, an MLM treats the whole sentence as input202

and is likely to give more appropriate suggestions.203

Also, the suggestions are grammatically correct204

and do not require any manual filtering. We fol-205

low the approach proposed by Qiang et al. (2020)206

which masks the current complex word within the207

sentence and joins the result to the original sen-208

tence by a [SEP] token. This helps output words to209

be more relevant to the original word. The BERT210

suggestions are used for generating candidate sen-211

tences if they are more frequent than the original212

complex word, calculated based on their log-based213

IDF values.214

After generating all candidate sentences, they215

are evaluated by a product-of-experts scoring (Hin-216

ton, 2002). One of the elements used in this scoring217

is the cosine similarity between the embedding vec-218

tors of the generated candidate sentence and the219

original sentence calculated based on the weighted220

average of individual word embeddings. If the re-221

sulting similarity is less than a certain threshold,222

the final score for that candidate will be set to 0223

and it is practically ignored. We replace this av-224

erage embedding method with SentenceBERT, a225

modification of the pre-trained network that uses226

Figure 1: SARI gain of fine-tuning BERT MLM on
randomly picked batches of complex and simple sen-
tences from Wikilarge (top) and Newsela (bottom) train-
ing sets. Simplifications are performed on TurkCorpus
(left) and ASSET (right) validation sets. The results of
fine-tuning on all available training data are labeled as
all-fine. Higher is better.

siamese and triplet network structures to derive se- 227

mantically meaningful sentence embeddings that 228

can be compared using cosine-similarity. 229

3.2 Fine-tuning Framework 230

Fine-tuning is a method for fitting pre-trained mod- 231

els to a target domain. Here, our target domain 232

is a simpler version of the English language. Our 233

assumption is that the BERT MLM will learn to 234

prioritize simpler terms in its suggestions if it is 235

fine-tuned on a considerable number of simplistic 236

sentences. We test this assumption by randomly 237

picking multiple batches of simple and complex 238

sentences from labeled simplification corpora and 239

observing their fine-tuning effects on Edit-Unsup- 240

TS performance. Results shown in Figure 1 show 241

that, in general, fine-tuning on simple sentences 242

will enhance simplification quality while complex 243

sentences could even have negative impacts (details 244

of this experiment are presented in §4.2). 245

Unfortunately, this is only possible if a large 246

number of labeled sentences are available, where 247

the simple sentences are already separated from the 248

complex ones. To address this issue, we propose 249

a framework that requires a few labeled sentences 250

in order to learn to distinguish simple sentences 251

from complex ones. The learned model is then ex- 252
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed sentence selection framework. (1) A RoBERTa classifier is trained on a
small simple/complex labeled corpus. (2,3) A large number of unlabeled texts are filtered using the trained model.
(4) The detected simple sentences are handed to the BERT MLM fine-tuning process. (5) The final BERT model is
used for sentence simplification.

ploited to extract simple sentences from unlabeled253

in-domain texts, which are easy to gather. Figure 2254

shows an overall view of the proposed framework.255

Training. This part of the proposed procedure is256

essentially training a standard binary text classi-257

fier. The idea behind this step comes from the258

classic definition of sentence simplification. It259

was treated as a monolingual machine translation260

task, with original and simplified as source and tar-261

get languages, respectively (Alva-Manchego et al.,262

2020b). Since the main principle of language detec-263

tion is to recognize common words and expressions264

of the target language, we can implement a model265

capable of distinguishing the simple and complex266

versions of a certain language. We achieved this267

by adding a classifier layer to the RoBERTa pre-268

trained model (Liu et al., 2019). This model has269

shown substantially improved performance in text270

classification compared to the base BERT model271

by training for longer with bigger batches and more272

data. The labeled dataset required for this step is273

relatively small and offers good generalization.274

Selecting. After preparing the classifier, it should275

be able to recognize the patterns of simplicity in276

a given sentence and label it as either simple or277

complex. This enables us to input any amount of278

in-domain text gathered from the internet and ex-279

tract its simple sentences for fine-tuning. If the280

assumptions and implementation are correct, these281

sentences should be more beneficial than the unfil-282

tered data. This is investigated in §4283

Fine-tuning. An out-of-the-box transformer model284

like BERT typically treats domain-specific words285

in the target corpus as rare tokens, which can neg-286

atively affect the resulting performance. By fine-287

tuning the language model on in-domain data, we 288

can boost the performance in downstream tasks. 289

This aligns with our method of selecting simple 290

sentences based on vocabulary and dialect. During 291

the training process, simplistic tokens will be ran- 292

domly replaced by a [MASK] placeholder more fre- 293

quently than usual. Predicting these words would 294

encourage the model to prioritize simpler vocabu- 295

lary at its suggestion ranking, which will affect the 296

generation of simplified candidates. 297

4 Experiments 298

4.1 Metrics and Datasets 299

We use the EASSE framework1 (Alva-Manchego 300

et al., 2019) to analyze the quality of our results. 301

Evaluation metrics are described below. 302

SARI. Introduced in (Xu et al., 2016), it mea- 303

sures simplicity changes based on the words added, 304

deleted, and kept by the system and computes the 305

average F1 score for these operations. This is cur- 306

rently the primary measure for evaluating simplifi- 307

cation models. 308

FKGL: A linear weighted formula that relies on 309

the average sentence lengths and the number of 310

syllables per word. It measures the ease of reading 311

a text (Kincaid et al., 1975). 312

Table 1 shows the statistics of the datasets used 313

for training and evaluation of our method. In the 314

following, we present more details about these 315

datasets. 316

WikiLarge: This is the largest Wikipedia complex- 317

1Easier Automatic Sentence Simplification Evalua-
tion - available at https://github.com/feralvam/
easse
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Dataset Type Original Refs.
WikiLarge Train 296,402 1
Newsela Train 28,557 4

TurkCorpus
Validation 2000 8

Test 359 8

ASSET
Validation 2000 10

Test 359 10

Table 1: Simplification corpora that are used in the
experiments. Original refers to the number of complex
(source) sentences, and Refs. indicates the number of
simplified versions provided for each source sentence.

Dataset Class Prec. Recall F1

WikiLarge
Complex 0.72 0.68 0.70
Simple 0.69 0.73 0.71

Newsela
Complex 0.88 0.78 0.83
Simple 0.79 0.89 0.84

Table 2: Evaluation of the simple vs complex classifier
trained on WikiLarge and Newsela.

to-simple parallel corpus compiled by (Zhang and318

Lapata, 2017).It has a massive number of samples319

and fulfills our need for simple and complex la-320

bels. Additionally, since it is a parallel dataset,321

every original (complex) sentence is mapped to its322

simplified version. This feature is not necessary323

for classifier training in our fine-tuning framework324

since we only focus on finding patterns of simplic-325

ity.326

Newsela: Introduced by Xu et al. (2015), this cor-327

pus includes thousands of news articles profession-328

ally leveled to different reading complexities.2 The329

original article is leveled as zero, and the simpli-330

fied versions take levels 1 to 4 (the highest being331

the simplest). These simplifications were produced332

manually by professional editors, considering chil-333

dren of different grade levels as the target audience.334

TurkCorpus: This is a multi-reference dataset for335

the evaluation of sentence simplification in English336

(Xu et al., 2016). The dataset consists of sentences337

from the Parallel Wikipedia Simplification corpus.338

Each sentence is associated with 8 crowd-sourced339

simplifications that focus on only lexical paraphras-340

ing, meaning there is no deletion or sentence split-341

ting.342

ASSET: Conducted by Alva-Manchego et al.343

(2020a), this dataset uses the same sentences from344

2This dataset is not publicly available and can be requested
from https://newsela.com/data/.

Figure 3: SARI gain of fine-tuning BERT MLM on
selectively picked simple sentences from chunks of the
fine-tuning data. Simple-label and all-fine refer to fine-
tuning on human-annotated simple sentences and the en-
tire chunk, respectively. Simplifications are performed
on TurkCorpus (left) and ASSET (right) validation sets.

TurkCorpus, while each sentence is associated with 345

10 human-written simplifications. However, the 346

simplifications in ASSET encompass a variety of 347

rewriting transformations. 348

4.2 Fine-tuning on Random Samples 349

This experiment was introduced in §3.2. Here, we 350

discuss it in more detail. To see the effect of fine- 351

tuning on simple and complex sentences, we ran- 352

domly pick 20,000 sentences from each class of our 353

training datasets, independently. Next, we fine-tune 354

BERT on each batch and pass it to Edit-Unsup-TS 355

to simplify both of the evaluation sets. We repeat 356

this process 15 times for a more reliable judgment. 357

Sentences are allowed to be shared to avoid overfit- 358

ting to a certain configuration. Figure 1 shows the 359

results. It is clear that, on average, fine-tuning with 360

simpler data is more beneficial than fine-tuning 361

with complex ones. 362

4.3 Training Simple vs Complex Classifier 363

The Huggingface library (Wolf et al., 2019) is used 364

for fine-tuning a RoBERTa-based classifier to dis- 365

tinguish simple sentences from complex ones. To 366

train the classifier, we selected two different sim- 367

plification datasets. WikiLarge contains 296,402 368

original sentences and provides one simplified ref- 369

erence per each. However, the Newsela corpus 370

offers four references that incrementally simplify 371

the previous version. To address this issue, we 372

assumed the original sentence (V0) and the first 373

modification (V1) to be complex and the last two 374

versions (V3 and V4) to be simple. 375

After these changes, we shuffled both datasets 376

and grabbed small but equal subsets since our goal 377
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TurkCorpus ASSET
SARI ↑ FKGL ↓ SARI ↑ FKGL ↓

Complex 26.29 10.01 20.73 10.01
Supervised Models
Hybrid (Narayan and Gardent, 2014) 31.50 5.17 34.65 5.17
NTS-SARI (Nisioi et al., 2017) 36.10 8.18 34.02 8.18
Dress-LS (Zhang and Lapata, 2017) 36.97 7.66 36.59 7.66
EditNTS (Dong et al., 2019) 37.65 8.37 34.94 8.37
PBMT-R (Wubben et al., 2012) 38.04 8.84 34.63 8.84
DMASS-DCSS (Zhao et al., 2018) 39.92 7.70 38.67 7.70
ACCESS (Martin et al., 2020a) 41.38 7.29 40.12 7.29
MUSS (Martin et al., 2020b) 40.85 8.79 42.65 8.23
Unsupervised Models
UNMT (Surya et al., 2019) 34.83 8.97 32.78 8.97
UNTS (Surya et al., 2019) 36.29 7.60 35.19 7.60
BTRLTS (Zhao et al., 2020b) 33.09 8.39 33.95 7.59
Edit-Unsup-TS (Kumar et al., 2020a) 37.27 7.33 36.67 7.33
Edit-Unsup-TS + BERT 37.95 6.51 38.87 6.51
Edit-Unsup-TS + FT-BERT (Labels) 38.09 6.44 38.93 6.44
Edit-Unsup-TS + FT-BERT (Selections, Wikilarge-trained) 37.97 6.39 38.94 6.39
Edit-Unsup-TS + FT-BERT (Selections, Newsela-trained) 38.00 6.40 38.93 6.40

Table 3: Results on the TurkCorpus and ASSET test sets. All reported variants of Edit-Unsup-TS were set to
perform all operations (RM+EX+LS+RO). FT-BERT (Labels) uses an MLM fine-tuned on human-annotated simple
data while FT-BERT (Selections) is based on sentences detected by the simple vs complex classifier. ↑ means higher
is better and ↓ means lower is better. All results are calculated based on the EASSE framework resource files.

is to train the classifier on a small number of la-378

beled data. In both cases, the train split contained379

9000 instances from each class with 1000 in the380

validation set and 1000 in the test set.381

Evaluation results of these classifiers are re-382

ported in Table 2.383

4.4 Fine-tuning on Selected Samples384

The fine-tuning data needs to be a set of unlabeled385

in-domain sentences.We used 80,000 randomly se-386

lected sentences from WikiLarge without their la-387

bels as our fine-tuning data. Each simple vs com-388

plex classifier is independently asked to filter this389

data based on their understanding of sentence sim-390

plicity. We then proceed to fine-tune the BERT391

MLM using their selections. To investigate the392

effect of fine-tuning data size, this process is per-393

formed for eight different sizes of the original fine-394

tuning data with an interval of 12.5% (10,000 sam-395

ples). Therefore, the chunk ratios are {0.125, 0.25,396

0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875, 1.0} of the original397

data size. The result are shown in Figure 3.398

It is clear that fine-tuning on selected samples399

is almost always more effective than fine-tuning400

on all available data for each chunk size. How-401

ever, one limitation to this method is when the 402

fine-tuning data does not contain enough simple 403

sentences. This leads to the risk of having a worse 404

performance based on our selections rather than 405

the entire data. 406

4.5 Comparative Results 407

Finally, we compare the best results of our pro- 408

posed method with different supervised and un- 409

supervised SS models as shown in Table 3. The 410

first row (Complex) is an evaluation of the source 411

sentences with no simplifications performed. 412

For unsupervised methods, we compare our re- 413

sults with BTRLTS (Zhao et al., 2020b), UNMT 414

(Surya et al., 2019), UNTS (Surya et al., 2019), and 415

of course, Edit-Unsup-TS (Kumar et al., 2020a). 416

As supervised methods, we considered NTS-SARI 417

(Nisioi et al., 2017), Dress-LS, (Zhang and Lap- 418

ata, 2017), EditNTS (Dong et al., 2019), PBMT- 419

R (Wubben et al., 2012), DMASS-DCSS (Zhao 420

et al., 2018), and the state-of-the-art models, AC- 421

CESS (Martin et al., 2020a) and MUSS (Martin 422

et al., 2020b). Besides the improvements, results 423

show that our approach is on par with most of the 424

supervised methods and even outperforms a few, 425
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compared to the original Edit-Unsup-TS.426

Our results show that by fine-tuning BERT on427

sentences labeled as simple in the dataset, we428

can boost the simplification performance of Edit-429

Unsup-TS. In case of unavailable labeled data, our430

selections from unlabeled data are almost as effec-431

tive.432

5 Conclusion433

We proposed a context-aware word suggestion434

method for an edit-based sentence simplification435

technique by adapting the idea of mask language436

modeling instead of the classic synonym-based ap-437

proach. Additionally, our experiments showed that438

fine-tuning the BERT model on simplistic data439

can positively affect simplification performance.440

Therefore, we presented a framework to extract441

simple sentences from unlabeled data by training442

a RoBERTa classifier on a small number of sim-443

ple and complex samples. The proposed method444

is helpful in preprocessing steps, namely filtering445

out highly complex texts and exploiting useful sam-446

ples.447
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